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Mastering Autodesk Inventor and Autodesk Inventor LT 2011Sybex, 2010

	Autodesk Inventor was introduced in 1999 as an ambitious 3D parametric modeler based not on
	the familiar AutoCAD programming architecture but instead on a separate foundation that would
	provide the room needed to grow into the fully featured modeler it is now, a decade later. Inventor
	2011 continues the development of Inventor with...
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Programming From The Ground UpBartlett Publishing, 2004
This text uses Linux assembly language to take you one step at a time how processors view memory, how the processor works, how programs interact with an OS, how computers represent data internally, and much more.

The difference between mediocre and star programmers is that star programmers understand assembly language, whether or not they...
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ARM System Developer's Guide: Designing and Optimizing System Software (Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
This book has a place on the desk of every engineer developing software for the ARM processor; it is a thorough introduction for newcomers, and a useful reference for the ARM expert. I have been using this book since reviewing the first draft, and I can recommend it to anyone who wants the get the most out of their ARM powered products.
	Peter...
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Easy Web Development with WaveMakerPackt Publishing, 2013

	Developers of all levels can now easily develop custom, responsive, and rich web application clients with secure, scalable servers utilizing relational databases and RESTful services using WaveMaker Studio. Whether you need a departmental business application or a form application for your weekend club, this book will show you how to design,...
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Fuzzy Systems in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009
Biological systems are inherently stochastic and uncertain. Thus, research in bioinformatics, biomedical engineering and computational biology has to deal with a large amount of uncertainties.
Fuzzy logic has shown to be a powerful tool in capturing different uncertainties in engineering systems. In recent years, fuzzy logic based modeling and...
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Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming: 32-bit, 64-bit, SSE, and AVXApress, 2014

	Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming shows the fundamentals of x86 assembly language programming. It focuses on the aspects of the x86 instruction set that are most relevant to application software development. The book's structure and sample code are designed to help the reader quickly understand x86...
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Protocells: Bridging Nonliving and Living MatterMIT Press, 2008

	Protocells offers a comprehensive resource on current attempts to create simple forms of life from scratch in the laboratory. These minimal versions of cells, known as protocells, are entities with lifelike properties created from nonliving materials, and the book provides in-depth investigations of processes at the interface between...
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Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress, 2015

	Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting Services helps you deliver business intelligence with panache. Harness the power of the Reporting Services toolkit to combine charts, gauges, sparklines, indicators, and maps into compelling dashboards and scorecards. Create compelling visualizations that seize your audience’s...
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Implementing Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013Packt Publishing, 2013

	Get to grips with the full capabilities of Dynamics NAV through this step-by-step guide to implementing the powerful Enterprise Resource Planning application. For newcomers and seasoned users alike, it's an essential companion.


	Overview

	
		Successfully handle your first Dynamics NAV 2013...
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Introduction to Embedded Systems: Using ANSI C and the Arduino Development Environment (Synthesis Lectures on Digital Circuits and Systems)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	
		Many electrical and computer engineering projects involve some kind of embedded system in which a microcontroller sits at the center as the primary source of control.

	
		The recently-developed Arduino development platform includes an inexpensive hardware development board hosting an eight-bit ATMEL ATmega-family processor...
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Beowulf Cluster Computing with Linux (Scientific and Engineering Computation)MIT Press, 2001
Beowulf clusters, which exploit mass-market PC hardware and software in conjunction with cost-effective commercial network technology, are becoming the platform for many scientific, engineering, and commercial applications. With growing popularity has come growing complexity. Addressing that complexity, Beowulf Cluster Computing with Linux and...
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Z80 Assembly Language ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 1979

	This book describes assembly language programming. It assumes that you are familiar with An Introduction To Microcomputers Volume 1 —Basic Concepts (particulary Chapters 6 and 7). This book does not discuss  the general features of computers, microcomputers, addressing methods, or instruction sets; you should refer to An...
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